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Key events in EMEA and Latam next week
The moment of truth arrives next week as 2Q GDP data across EMEA is
released next week. We are bound to see some historic drops, but the
real question is how big? 
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Hungary: Expect a large drop in 2Q GDP
Like others in Europe, Hungary won’t have much to cheer about next week as second-quarter GDP
numbers are released

We expect a 10.5% year-on-year drop in GDP, posting a new record after the collapse in mid-2009.
Unfortunately, the preliminary data release won’t include details about the structure of the
collapse. To see this we must wait another two weeks.

Our best guess is that only government spending might contribute positively to the economic
activity while other areas on the final use side (mainly consumption and investments) will provide
a huge drag on growth.

Before GDP data, July inflation numbers will be released. Excise duty increased on tobacco, end of
free public parking, fuel prices increased, draught and a weaker HUF. These are the factors which
we see contributing in accelerating headline and core inflation figures.
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Poland: Optimism from CA data may be weakened by
negative GDP reading

This week we expect another stellar current account reading, for June. Polish exporters were
relatively resilient to the pandemic, partially down to their lower share of automobiles in the
industry compared to CEE counterparts. Also, investment activity is most likely weak, keeping
imports subdued. A lasting improvement in trade balance is one of the key reasons behind the
zloty remaining stable despite a very dovish central bank. 

Next week, we're also expecting a terrible (but close to the local consensus) flash GDP reading for
2Q20: -9% YoY. This largely reflects the lockdown in Poland, affecting consumption and
investment.

The ongoing recovery is likely to prove slow due to worsening labour conditions.

Czech Republic: Inflation to slow down
July CPI is likely to slow down close to 3%, but uncertainty remains elevated. Not only due to food
prices, that have developed recently against a typical seasonal path, but also due to many other
prices that might have been impacted by the Covid-crisis.

Prices of holiday packages have been increasing substantially during July, and this year might be
less pronounced, at least for some types of holidays.

As such, we expect slightly weaker than usual MoM increase this July, leading to some slow-down
in YoY CPI, despite the fact that inflation has been surprising on the upside in recent months.

EMEALatam Economic Calendar
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Disclaimer
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(being for this purpose ING Group N.V. and its subsidiary and affiliated companies). The information in the publication is not an
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arising from any use of this publication. Unless otherwise stated, any views, forecasts, or estimates are solely those of the author(s),
as of the date of the publication and are subject to change without notice.

The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different jurisdictions and persons into whose
possession this publication comes should inform themselves about, and observe, such restrictions.

Copyright and database rights protection exists in this report and it may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any person
for any purpose without the prior express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. ING Bank N.V. is authorised by the Dutch Central
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Markets (AFM). ING Bank N.V. is incorporated in the Netherlands (Trade Register no. 33031431 Amsterdam). In the United Kingdom
this information is approved and/or communicated by ING Bank N.V., London Branch. ING Bank N.V., London Branch is authorised by
the Prudential Regulation Authority and is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the
Prudential Regulation Authority. ING Bank N.V., London branch is registered in England (Registration number BR000341) at 8-10
Moorgate, London EC2 6DA. For US Investors: Any person wishing to discuss this report or effect transactions in any security
discussed herein should contact ING Financial Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of ING, and
which has accepted responsibility for the distribution of this report in the United States under applicable requirements.
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